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the guidelines developed by the parties for application of the 
terms of the MOU, and the structure and responsibilities of the 
teams at various levels of the process. 

Once all participants were given an overview of the TIAREAP 
MOU, the USPS DSR team provided a video overview and com-
prehensive presentation on the new DSR system to familiarize 
everyone involved with the application. The DSR team provided 
live demonstrations of the system and explained the overall fea-
tures, editing capabilities, and reports that the teams will use 
in the route evaluation and adjustment process. Five modules, 
lasting approximately six hours total, were conducted explaining 
in detail how DSR data is defined and compiled. Day One of the 
training concluded with the USPS DSR team then answering all of 
the questions participants posed on how the application works. 

Day Two of the training began with a recap of everything from 
the Day One and an opportunity for the participants to ask any 
additional questions. After fielding all of the remaining ques-
tions, Headquarters TIAREAP facilitators began training the 
DLTs, ARTs and other attendees on how historical data from a 
variety of USPS programs and the DSR application is used in 
TIAREAP. 

During these modules, the facilitators guided everyone 
through selection and compilation of the seven random weeks 
of historical data, communication and scheduling with route 
evaluation and adjustment teams (REATs) and local office con-
tacts (LOCs), and the analysis of the historical workhour work-
load and DSR data. A live role-play exercise was conducted to 
illustrate to the teams how the communication with the LOCs 
might occur in a virtual environment.

After a recap of Day Two, Day Three of the training included 
modules that explained the Live Week of data collection, car-
rier consultations, adjustments, and development of the PS 
Form 3999-DSR. While conducting each of these modules, the 
participants were offered opportunities to practice with the 
data evaluation spreadsheets and the DSR system. Days Two 
and Three of training were aimed to guide the DLTs through the 
process of evaluating and adjusting routes from start to finish. 
Throughout all three days of the training, there was a great deal 
of open discussion and many opportunities for everyone to ask 
questions. Additional training sessions will be conducted for 
the REATs and their back-up team members.

I am very excited for this new joint venture with USPS. A 
special thank-you to all of the NALC and USPS subcommittee 
members and Headquarter teams for making this training suc-
cessful. This new agreement provides NALC with equal involve-
ment in the route evaluation and adjustment process, resulting 
in better adjustments for city carriers. However, as with any new 
process, the parties will have specific details that will need to 
be addressed and resolved while implementing the TIAREAP 
MOU. Please read my column each month in The Postal Record 
for all the latest TIAREAP updates.
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Last month my column ad-
dressed the improper use of 
information against you. The 

emphasis was to make sure that 
your employer does not use stale 
or expunged records against you 
in support of discipline.

As a follow-up to that column, this 
month I want to address what hap-
pens when you have an accident or 
injury and discover that you were not 
the first to be involved in the event 
causing the accident or injury.

Imagine, if you will, the follow-
ing series of events.

You load your vehicle, return 
your hamper to its assigned loca-
tion, use the facilities, then get 
into your vehicle to drive away. 

The parking lot is behind the post office, as is common 
throughout the country. You fasten your seat belt, start 
the engine and drive down the alley at the side of the 
building. When you get near the street, you slow down 
to make sure you see the traffic before proceeding. Your 
view to the left is obstructed by a large bush that has not 
been trimmed in a long time. You can’t see what traffic is 
coming, so you’re apprehensive, but you have to nudge 
forward to see if it is safe to pull out. You move forward 
another few inches, hoping it’s even safe to look, when a 
passing vehicle clips the front end of your vehicle. Crap!

Your mind is flooded with the idea that you are going 
to be admonished and blamed, and that management is 
going to treat you like %$@#. You notice that for whatever 
reason, the driver of the other vehicle did not stop. You 
park and secure the vehicle, then call your supervisor to 
tell them you are out front, that you were just involved in 
an accident and that you need to know what you should 
do. Well, no one answers the phone. Not a surprise.

You walk down the same alley you used moments ago, 
enter the rear of the building and find your supervisor in 
the break room telling jokes to another supervisor, which 
explains why no supervisor answered the phone. You break 
up the party by asking for instructions, and you become 
the victim of a tirade. Management does what it thinks is 
necessary for an investigation and it instructs you to turn 
over your keys, as you will not be allowed to drive until re-
training. You feel dejected, get your belongings and leave, 
since you were told that there were no non-driving duties 
available for you, although you know better.

You call your branch president, who is at the union hall, 
and are invited to come by to talk about what happened.

The following morning, you report to work and notice 
that your president is out front taking pictures of the 
bushes from your view as a driver, wanting to preserve 
the evidence that will be used to protect your interests 
in the event that action is later taken against you. The 
president follows you into the building and waits until you 
clock in and go to your route to advise you that you will be 
meeting with the union in the investigation of the event.

Your president used to carry mail at your office while 
also serving as a steward and the union’s designee on 
the safety committee. Prior experience guides your pres-
ident to request copies of all accident reports dealing 
with the same hazard that obstructed your view, discov-
ering a number of accidents at the same spot. Taking 
a close look at the reports leads to the conclusion that 
this is an anticipated hazard that should have been pre-
vented had management done its job.

Next the president interviews the NALC’s safety commit-
tee designee, finding out that management does not want 
to take the time to review the accident reports during the 
meetings, although it is a required task of the installation 
safety committee. This information is later confirmed by the 
postmaster, who suggests that it is a waste of time. Bingo!

A number of days later, following input and guidance 
from labor relations, management issues you a letter of 
warning charging you with inattention and failure to pre-
vent an accident. You stay calm, because your president 
had warned you of this possibility.

In its information request, the union requests copies 
of all the minutes of the safety committee to match up 
with the accidents that were earlier discovered. The em-
ployer provides what it has, noting that there were no 
references to reviews of the accidents experienced. 

The union raises the failure of management to comply 
with the requirements of the Handbook EL-809, which 
would have pointed to the hazard causing the accidents 
in this location. The employer recognizes its failure and 
agrees to rescind the discipline, as the postmaster does 
not want to be outed over management’s failure to ad-
here to its responsibilities on the safety committee and 
true root cause accident investigation.

As a refresher to this subject, please review my May 
2013, March 2014 and May 2015 Safety and Health col-
umns, available on my safety page.

Keep them honest and keep an eye on each other. 

Manuel L. 
Peralta Jr.

When management ignores a hazard
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